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This paper develops a theory of dense orbital behavior in certain one-dimen- 
sional autonomous discrete-time systems. The systems in this class are all 
nonlinear and this paper is involved with a characterization f the state transitions 
such systems can have with respect o certain starting states. It is shown that 
(i) there is a relatively simple system in this class for which, for certain starting 
states, the set of state values assumed in time is a dense subset of the unit interval 
[0, 1], (ii) that this is the "only" system in this class exhibiting this density 
phenomenon, to within a natural type of system equivalence, and (iii) that 
necessary and sufficient conditions for determining if a system has dense orbits 
can be postulated: these conditions are related to properties of the set of points 
at which the transition function of the system, or one of its iterates, assumes the 
value of O. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Th is  paper  is concerned wi th  certain behaviora l  aspects of the class of one-  
d imens iona l  autonomous  d iscrete-t ime systems 
X~+l = f (x~) ,  
x o in [0, 1], 
k = O, 1, 2,..., 
(1) 
whose t rans i t ion funct ions f are bell-functions, as def ined below. Systems of this 
fo rm may exhib i t  dense orbits in the i r  state transit ions,  i.e., for certain start ing 
states x o and  certa in be l l - funct ions f ,  {x0, x 1 ..... x~ .... } = {x0, f(Xo) ,..., f~(xo) ,...} 
will be a dense subset  of [0, 1]. 
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It is the purpose of this paper to exhibit instances of this "dense" behavior 
and to prove a general equivalence theorem which shows that, to within a natural 
type of functional equivalence, there is only one system, (1), with this density 
property. It is seen, furthermore, that the transition function of this "prototype" 
system is an extremely simple bell-function. (It is the function in Fig. 2 with 
c = ~. )  
This paper is an outgrowth of earlier investigations by the authors (Kaliski, 
1974; Kaliski and Klein, 1975) into the realizability of autonomous ystem 
sequence (orbit) generators. The general focus of these studies was to understand 
the relationships between the properties of the transition functions of systems 
such as (1) (and their higher-dimensional analogs) and the characteristics of
the orbits they can generate. In particular, the question of dense orbital gene- 
ration was considered as part of an effort to relate sequence topology to transition 
function structure. It was the observation that the simply structured "prototype" 
system has a dense orbit that motivated the generalizations to systems with bell- 
functions that are described below. 
The development that follows is couched in a more abstract setting than the 
material of these cited studies. In particular, system (1) is viewed as an imple- 
mentation of an iteration scheme under f, and the resulting state sequence is 
viewed as the orbit of this iteration scheme, applied to x 0 . 
The study of real iteration dates back at least to the work of Schr~der (1871). 
In recent years considerable attention has focused on orbital behavior of systems 
with bell-like transition functions (May, 1976); such functions naturally occur 
in biological and economic systems. The problems considered below may be 
viewed as in the spirit of this general area of research, but of a more specific 
nature. We seek to provide a definitive characterization f a very restricted class 
of one-dimensional mappings from the point of view of orbital behavior and 
functional equivalence. 
2. BELL-FUNCTIONS 





f(0) = 0;f(1) = 0; 
there is a unique point p in (0, 1) for which f (p)  -~ 1; and 
f i s  strictly monotone on [0, p] and on [p, 1] (Fig. 1). 
The maps fc (for any c in (0, 1)) shown in Fig. 2 are all bell-functions, as 
are, for example, f(x) = sin ~rx, and f(x) = 1 --  4(x --  ½)~, x in [0, 1]. In the 
notation above, the prototype function alluded to is fl/2. 
To facilitate further discussion we introduce two further definitions. 
643[35/3-6 
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Fie. 1. A bell-function with peak at p. 
o c 1 
Fro. 2. The bell-function ft.  
DEFINITION 2. Let f: [0 ,1] -~ [0,1] be any map. Let k /> 1 be a given 
natural number. Let fk  denote the k-fold composition o f f  with itself ( f t  = f ) .  
A generalized-O of f is any point x in [0, 1] for which f~(x) = O, for some k. 
A generalized-1 of f  is any point x in [0, t] for whiehf~(x) = l, for some h. 
I)EmNiTION 3. Let f :  [0, 1] -+ [0, 1] be any map. f is Called dense if there 
exists x in [0, 1] such that orbits(x ) .... {x,f(x),.,,f~(x),...} is a dense subset 
of [0, 1] in the usual topology. 
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It is the goal of this paper to establish the following results. 
(A) There exist dense bell-functions. 1 
(B) A bell-function is dense if and only if its set of generalized-0's forms 
a dense subset of [t3, 1]. 
(C) All dense bell-functions are "equivalent", via a natural definition of 
equivalence, to the prototype bell-function fl/~ which is, in fact, dense. 
We begin our discussion by addressing item (A), above. Item (B) is established 
in Sections 5 and 6; item (C) in Section 7. 
3. ON THE DENSITY OF fl/2 
In one of the papers cited earlier (Kaliski and Klein, 1975) it was shown that 
the x o in [0, 1] given by 
x 0 = (.00010000010100110000 "")2 
has iterates under fl/2 forming a dense subset of [0, 1]. The above binary 
fraction for x 0 is formed by writing down all finite-length binary string s
in normal binary order, preceding each with a O, i.e., 0001000001010 .... Thus 
dense bell-functions do exist. 
It was also shown that to compute f~/2(x), j ~ 1, for any x in [0, 1], there is 
a simple algorithm based upon the binary expansion for x, (.blb~b ~...)~ : 
(1) If b~- = 0 then f~/2(x) = (.b¢+lbj+ 2 ...)z. 
(2) If bj = 1 then ffl/2(x ) = (.b~+lbj+ 2 ...)2, 
where gi is the complement of bi • 
We return to this observation i  Section 5, but first we introduce the basic 
tool of this research, the bin-mapping. 
4. THE SAWTOOTH LEMMA FOR BELL-FuNCTIONS; k-BINS AND BIN-MAPPINGS 
We state the following lemma without proof. It can easily be derived by a 
straightforward mathematical induction on k. 
LEMMA 1 (The Sawtooth Lemma). Let f be a given bell-function, and let 
k ~ 1 be arbitrary. Then 
1 Many nondense bell-functions exist; Fig. 4 gives an example of two such nondense 
bell-functions. 
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(i) f k  has (2 k-x + 1) O's (points x for which f~(x) = 0), z o < z 1 <. . .  < 
z2k-1, with z o = O, z2~-1 ~ 1; 
(ii) f k  has 2 ~-1 l 's (points x for which fT'(x) = 1), n o < n t < "-- < n2r~_l_l; 
(iii) z o <n o<z  1 <n 1 <. . .  <n2~_1_ 1 <z2~_ ~; 
(iv) on the intervals [z~, nj], j = 0,..., 2 k-1 - -  1, fT~ is strictly increasing; 
on the intervals [nj , zj+a] , j = 0,..., 2 k-1 - -  1, f~ is strictly decreasing; and 
(v) i f  f ~ has the O's and l's as depicted above, then the (2 k + 1) O's of 
f1~+1 are Zo , no,... , n~-1_1, z~_~ , and the 2 ~ l' s o f f  k+l are points in the intervals 
(Zo, no), (no, zl),..., (n2k-a_l, z~-O, one point in each such interval. 
Thus the kth iterate of a bell-function y = f (x )  has a sawtooth-like graph, 
with each "tooth" starting at y = O, rising strictly monotonically to y = 1, then 
descending strictly monotonically to y = 0; and there are 2 k-1 such "teeth" (see 
Fig. 3). 
Lemma 1 may be used to facilitate the following definition. 
DEFINITION 4. Let f be a given bell-function. Define a map bin s : [0, 1] --+ 
[0, 1], to be called the bin-map for f as follows. 
(i) For each x in [0, 1], binf(x) is expressed as a binary fraction (.bib ~ ...)~, 
bi ~ 0 or 1. 
T 
n O z 1 n 1 
z 0 
f3 (x )  
, \ 
z 2 n 2 z 3 n 3 1 x 
z 4 
FIG. 3. Illustrating the Sawtooth Lemma for bell-functions (shown for k --- 3). 
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(ii) For a given x and for k /> 1, the binary digit bT~ is computed as follows. 
By virtue of Lemma 1, fk  breaks the interval [0, 1] into 2 ~ cells or k-b ins :  
[0, n0], [no, Zl] ..... [n2k-l_l, 1]. Note that these k-bins are disjoint except for 
end points and that they exhaust [0, 1]. Locate the k-bin or k-bin pair con- 
taining x. I f  x is in a single k-bin of the form [zj, nj] set b k = 0; if x is in a single 
k-bin of the form [nj, zj+l] set b~ = 1; if x sits on the boundary of a pair of bins, 
adopt one of two policies: either always discard the left-hand bin (or else always 
discard the right-hand bin) for all k for which this ambiguity arises, and then use 
the above single-bin rule on the remaining bin to obtain bk for each k. The 
binary fraction .blb2b ~ ... or pair of binary fractions {.b~b~b3.. .  , .QQc~. . .}  (obtained 
in the ambiguous case by first applying the "discard-left" policy to obtain the 
.blb~b a ... expansion and then applying the "discard-right" policy to obtain the 
.Qc~c a ... expansion) 2 is called the b in -expans ion(s )  for x. 
The reader may quickly verify the following observations. 
(1) In the ambiguous case the two bin-expansions arising are numerically 
equal when considered as binary fractions. Thus bin1(x ) is always a well- 
defined real number. 
(2) I f f  =fx /2  then bin1(x ) = x for all x, and the bin-expansion for x is 
the ordinary binary expansion for x. 
(3) A point x will have an ambiguous pair of bin-expansions if and only if 
x is a generalized-1 o f f  (these comprise the boundary points of all bins). 
(4) For any x with a nonambiguous bin-expansion .blb2b a ...,  bk indicates 
the "slope" o f f  ~ at x; i.e., bk = 0 if and only i f f  k is monotone increasing in a 
neighborhood of x, and bk = 1 if and only if f~ is monotone decreasing in a 
neighborhood of x. 
(5) By Lemma 1, the (k + 1)-bins o f f  are formed from the k-bins o f f  
by breaking each k-bin into a left and a right piece, the break point being the 
unique "1" o f f  ~+1 in said k-bin. I f  follows that if x and y are in the same k-bin 
of f they are in the same 1-bin, 2-bin,..., (k - -1 ) -b in  of f, and hence 
bin expansions for x and y can be chosen so as to agree in the first k bits. Con- 
versely, if points x and y possess bill expansions which agree in the first k bits, 
then x and y belong to the same k-bin. 
(6) An immediate consequence of (5) above is that each k-bin can be 
assigned aunique code, based upon the common first k-bits of the bin-expansions 
of the interior points of the bin. This code may be taken to be the common k 
bits themselves; the h-bit binary number so obtained is the same number one 
would obtain by enumerating the 2 k k-bins in [0, 1] from left to right in k-bit 
binary, starting with the k-bin containing 0 as bin number 00...0 (k-bits). 
2 One of these expansions will be of the form .xlx~ "'" x~1000 '"; the other will be of 
the form .xlx2 "'" x~0111 "'-. 
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The bin-map obeys some very general properties: 
THEOREM 1. For any bell-function f:
(i) bin1(O ) = 0; binf(1) = 1; 
(ii) binf is onto [0, 1]; 
(iii) bin I is monotone increasing; 
(iv) binf is continuous; 
(v) binf is 1-1 (and therefore, as zts domain is compact and (ii) and (iv) 
hold, a homeomorphism) if and only if the set of generalized-O's o f f  is a dense subset 
of [0, 1]. 
Proof. (i) For any k /> 1, 0 belongs to the k-bin [0, no] where n o is the 
smallest "1" o f fe ;  1 belongs to [nz~ 1-1,1], where n2~_a_ 1 is the largest "1" 
o f f  e. Thus by definition, 
bin~(0) = .000 . . . .  0, 
binf(1) = A l l  . . . .  1. 
(ii) Lety  in [0, 1] be arbitrary. Let .blb2b 3 ... be a binary expansion fory. 
We can use the following procedure to determine an x for which bins(x ) = y. 
Let B e be the set of all points x possessing a bin-expansion starting off with 
bib 2 ...b e ; i.e., B e contains all points having the desired expansion to k places. 
Clearly B~ D B 2 D B a D "" and furthermore Be is just a k-bin (see comment (5) 
following Definition 4 above). Thus each Be is a nonempty closed interval, 
whereby 0kBe is also. All points x in 0kBe have the desired property that 
bin1(x ) ----- y. 
(iii) Let x 1 < x~ be given. Suppose that bin1(xl)= .bab~ba... and 
bins(x2) ~- .clc2c 3.... We claim that there is no j for which b e = c e for k < j 
and bj = 1, cj = 0. For if there were such a j, then by our earlier remarks, 
x~ and x 2 are in the same ( j - -1 ) -b in  but in different ]'-bins, with the j-bin 
containing x2 being to the left of the j-bin containing x1 . This contradicts the 
assumption that x 1 < x 2 . One can argue similarly that it is not possibIe to have 
b~ - 1, cl = 0. It is immediate that binj(xl) ~ binj(x2). 
(iv) It is a standard fact of real analysis that onto monotone functions are 
continuous. 
(v) Bin s will be 1-1 if and only if, for any two distinct points x 1 and x 2 , 
their bin I expansions evaluate as binary fractions to distinct real numbers. But 
this is equivalent to the condition that the generalized-0's o f f  form a dense sub- 
set of [0, 1] (since the boundary points of the bins o f f  are the generalized-l's 
off, and the generalized-0's o f f  are 0, 1, and the generalized-l's off) .  Q.E.D. 
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In the following section we use Theorem 1 to prove that a bell-function with 
a dense-set of generalized-0's i  dense, thereby disposing of one direction of 
assertion (B) in Section 2. 
5. BIN-MAPS AND fl/2 
We have remarked in the previous section that binsl/2(x ) = x, for all x in 
[0, 1]. In particular then, for any x, binsl/~(fl/2(x))=fl/2(binsl/~(x)). The 
following theorem generalizes this result and may be viewed as the pivotal 
result of this paper. 
THEOREM 2. Let f be an arbitrary bell-function. Then, for all x in [0, 1], 
binf(f(x)) = fl/z(bins(x)). 
In particular, then, the "algorithm" of Section 3 can be used to calculate the 
bin-expansion of (x) from the bin-expansion of x; in fact, it can be used to calculate 
the bin-expansion of if(x)from that of x, for any j >/1.3 
Pro@ It suffices to observe that f maps (k + 1)-bins onto h-bins for any 
k >/ 1. Under the coding system described in the previous ection, the (h + 1)- 
bin 0 bl ...b~ (bi = 0 or 1) maps to the k-bin b~ ...b~ ; the (k q- 1)-bin 1 b~ ...b~ 
(bi = 0 or 1) maps to the k-bin b 1 .../;~. This is precisely the algorithm of 
Section 3 for computing ft/2. The result follows. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY. If the set of gencralized-O's of a bell-function f is dense in [0, 1], 
then f is dense. 
Proof. I f  the generalized-0's o f f  are dense then, by Theorem 1, binf is a 
homeomorphism. Since we have observed that fl/2 is dense in Section 3, and, 
since by the above theorem, 
f(x) = bin~X(fl/2(bins(x))), for all x in [0, 1], 
it is immediate that f  is dense. Q.E.D. 
In the following section we establish the converse to this corollary, thereby 
completing the proof of (B) in Section 2. 
* The algorithm works correctly with either bin-expansion in the case of a generalized-1. 
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6. DENSITY-IN-BINS AND THE FINITE ~EQUENCE PROPERTY 
Let f be a given bell-function, and let x be a given point in [0, 1]. 
DEFINITION 5. We say that x is dense-in-f 's-bins if, for every j > 0, and 
every j-bin, there is a point in orbits(x ) in that bin. 
In terms of bin-expansions we can provide the following characterization f
density-in-bins. 
T~IEOm~M 3. Suppose that for a given bell-function f,  and a given x in [0, 1 ] 
that is not a generalized-1 o f f ,  binj(x) ---- .bxb 2 .... Then x is dense-in-f 's-bins i f  
and only i f  bib2.., obeys the finite-sequence property: given any finite-length binary 
sequence a~a2 ... ak , k >/ 1, there exists j such that bj ... bj+k_~ -~ al ... ak . (Note 
that we can assume that x has a unique bin-expansion, for the only points with 
ambiguous bin-expansions are generalized-l's o f f ;  none of these points are dense- 
in-f 's-bins.) 
Proof. Let al ... a~ be a given finite-length binary sequence. I f  x is dense- 
in-f 's-bins then some iterate of x must be in the 2k-bin o f f  with code number 
a a ... a~da ... ak. By virtue of Theorem 2, then, the bin-expansion of x must 
either contain the string 0a 1 ... akg~ ... a-~ or the string let ... ~ka~ ... ak as a sub- 
sequence. Thus the string a 1 ... aT~ appears in biny(x). _As al ... ak was arbitrary it 
follows that the finite-sequence property holds. 
Conversely, assume that x is such that its bin-expansion obeys the finite- 
sequence property. We argue that x is dense-in-f 's-bins. Consider, for some 
given j >/ 1, an arbitrary j-bin, say the one with code number a 1 ... a~-. By the 
finite-sequence property the sequence 0a 1 ... aj must appear in the bin-expansion 
of x. Thus there is a q such that b in f (x )= .b 1 ... bqOal ... aj .... Invoking 
Theorem 2, again, it is immediate that bins(fq+1(x)) = .a I ... aj ..., whence 
fq+l(x) is in bin al ... a j .  Since a 1 ... aj ,  and j are arbitrary, it follows that x is 
dense-in-f 's-bins. Q.E.D. 
(Note that there is always, for any bell-function f, a point x which is dense- 
in-f 's-bins; the point may be chosen to be any x for which binf(x) ~ x0, the 
binary fraction of Section 3 whose orbit under fl/z is dense in [0, 1]. For this 
fraction obeys the finite-sequence property. The subtle relationship that this 
implies between bin-density and orbit-density is further explored in the following 
paragraphs.) 
There is an important corollary to Theorem 3 that serves to relate density-in- 
bins to the presence of generalized-0's: 
COROLLARY. Suppose x is dense-in-f 's-bins. Then between any two gener- 
alized-O's o f f  lies a point of orbits(x) and between any two points of orbits(x ) lies 
a generalized-O o f f .  
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Proof. Indeed if x is dense-in-f 's-bins, then, by definition, some points of 
orbitf(x) must fall between any two generalized-0's off. 
Conversely, consider two points of orbits(x ),i f(x) andff(x), with i # j. They 
cannot obey bins(if(x)) = bins(if(x)), for this would imply eventual periodicity 
of the bin-expansion of x, contradicting the finite-sequence property. It follows 
that there exists h such that the bin-expansions ofif(x) and i f(x) differ at bit 
number k, and that therefore i f(x) andff(x) belong to different k-bins off. One 
of the end points of each of these bins is a generalized-0 sitting between f i(x) 
and i f(x). Q.E.D. 
Whenever two sets of real numbers A and B interleave, as is the case above 
for the generalized-O's o f f  and orbits(x ) when x is dense-in-f 's-bins, it follows 
that they have identical limit points. In particular then A will be dense in [0, ll 
if and Only if B is. We thus can conclude that: 
THEOREM 4. I f  f is a dense bell-function then its set of generalized-O's i  
dense in [0, 1]. 
Proof. I f f  is dense then there exists x for which orbitf(x) is dense in [0, 1]. 
Clearly then x must be dense-in-f 's-bins, and, from our remarks above, it thus 
follows that orbitf(x) and the set of generalized-0's of f are interleaved. As 
orbitf(x) is dense, the theorem follows. Q.E.D. 
This completes the proof of assertion (B) in section 2. 
7. THE FUNDAMENTAL THEORY 
We finally turn to assertion (C) of section 2, and conclude this section with 
a concise statement of the theory presented in this paper. 
DEFINITION 6. Two continuous functions f, g: [0, 1] -~ [0, 1] are called 
equivalent if there exists a homeomorphism h: [0, 1] --+ [0, 1] such that for all 
x in [0, 1] 
h(g(x)) = f(h(x)), 
(i.e., g(x) = h-a(f(h(x)))). 
It is straightforward to show that this is indeed an equivalence r lation, and 
a rather natural one from the point of view of "encodings and decodings." 
THEOm~M 5. Let f be any bell-function. The following statements are equivalent. 
(i) f is equivalent to fa/2 via some homeomorphism h. 
(ii) bin s is a homeomorphism and f is equivalent to fl/2 via binf .4 
In  fact the only way that f  can be equivalent to f l /2  is via bin~. (h ( f l /~(x) )  = f l /2 (h (x ) )  
implies h(x)  = x for all x in [0, 1], if h is a homeomorphism.)  
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(iii) The generalized-O's o f f  are dense in [0, l]. 
(iv) f is dense. 
Proof. (iv) implies (iii) by Theorem 4 above. (iii) implies (ii) by Theorem 1, 
part (v), and Theorem 2. (ii) implies (i) is trivial, and (i) implies (iv) by virtue 
of the observation thatfl/~ is dense and that equivalence as defined here preserves 
density of orbits (equivalence is via a homeomorphism.) ~ Q.E.D. 
In terms of discrete-time systems of form (1), introduced earlier, we can 
restate Theorem 5 as follows. 
COROLLARY. 
systems 
Consider the class of autonomous one-dimensional discrete-time 
x~+l = f(xk), 
x o in [0, 1], 
k = 0, 1, 2,..., 
for which f is restricted to the class of bell-functions. Then 
(i) There exist systems in this class which exhibit dense orbits in their state 
transitions. The system with transition function fl/2 is one such system. 
(ii) Any system of this form whose transition function has a dense set of 
generalized-O's in [0, 1] will exhibit this density phenomenon. 
(iii) All systems of this form which do exhibit this density phenomenon are 
equivalent to each other and to the system with transition function fl/e via a natural 
definition of equivalence. 
8. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
This paper has examined the question of orbit density in a restricted class 
of autonomous one-dimensional nonlinear systems. It has been shown that this 
density phenomenon is prevalent in a very simple system of this class, and that, 
in fact, this is the only system in this class (modulo a natural type of functional 
equivalence) which exhibits this behavior. The relationship between orbit 
density and the density of the set of generalized-0's of the transition functions 
of these systems has been established in the form of a necessary and sufficient 
condition: A dense orbit can exist if and only if the set of generalized-0's of 
the transition function is dense. 
This paper has also presented a theory of this class of transition functions, 
5 One simple application of Theorem 5 demonstrates that all of the functions f~ in- 
troduced in Section 2 are equivalent to each other. For it is easy to verify that they have 
dense sets of generalized-0's and are therefore all equivalent to fl/~ • 
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FIG. 4. Nondense  bell-functions. (The hashed intervals are "traps": once the orbit 
of a point enters such an interval or (lower figure) interval pair, it cannot leave.) 
the bell-functions, from the point of view of derived binary expansions analogous 
to the standard binary fractional representation of real numbers in [0, 1]. 
It is felt that the theory presented here bears a relationship to the theory 
of stability in autonomous one-dimensional discrete-time systems, as the 
existence of dense orbits is a kind of "intrinsic instability" in a system. It should 
be pointed out that not every bell-function is dense (Fig. 4) and that this paper 
does not, therefore, present a totally trivial characterization f density. 
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